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UNIVERSEH is an alliance of five European universities established to develop a new way of 

collaboration in the field of Space, within the “European Universities” initiative.  

The alliance aims to create new higher education interactive experiences for the university 

community, teachers and students, and for the benefit of society as a whole. Such initiatives will  

enable broadminded, informed and conscientious European citizens to capture and create new 

knowledge and become smart actors of European innovation, valorisation and societal 

dissemination within the Space sector, from science, engineering, liberal arts to culture.  
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Seven video testimonials were recorded, edited and posted online. The women 

interviewed were from all partner countries representing different field of studies and 

on various levels of their careers. The list of women in testimonials: 

1. Ada Czesnakowska 

2. Dagmara Stasiowska  

3. Catherine Lambert 

4. Christine Hellberg 

5. Rui Zong 

6. Sofia Bergman 

7. Teresia Hestad 

All interviews were recorded in English. Subtitles in English and in other languages: 

Polish, Swedish, German, French and Luxemburgish were created. 

The videos and videos playlist is available at the Universeh YouTube channel: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yk3m5al7y38&list=PLwvhrcTe-

by5tdg8dWr4gV4Cdd9qs5C2I  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yk3m5al7y38&list=PLwvhrcTe-by5tdg8dWr4gV4Cdd9qs5C2I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yk3m5al7y38&list=PLwvhrcTe-by5tdg8dWr4gV4Cdd9qs5C2I
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The videos will be promoted during project events and via projects’ social media.  

 


